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Machine tools play a central role in the discussion about economic growth. It is widely believed that the production and use of different types of machine tools in the US and Europe indicate the predominance of different production systems on each side of the Atlantic. By examining the technology and knowledge transfer in the machine tool industry between the US and Germany, the paper challenges this dichotomous model. It can be demonstrated that, instead of fundamentally different paths of development, there was a highly interdependent machine tool community exchanging technology and knowledge on an extraordinary level.

The machine tool industry is the central branch of the metal working industry and was of paramount importance for the process of industrialization in the United States and in Europe. Machine tools themselves “have long served as one of the symbols for the gulf that separates American from European industry” in the discussion amongst experts.¹ The main thesis of this discussion is that the production and application of different types of machine tools led to different production systems on both sides of the Atlantic. Based on this approach, scientists have tried to explain different economic growth rates in the new and old world, as well as the American economic supremacy. At least since the early 1970s, the paradigm of the different development in Europe and the US has been widely accepted amongst economic and technology historians, economists and sociologists and is still repeated throughout the scientific community.² The paradigm also fit well with Alfred D. Chandler’s analyses of big business with its economies of scale and scope that are based on large scale mass production. In accordance to Chandler’s approach, researchers like Ulrich Wengenroth claimed that, on the one hand, American machine tools were generally
designed for use in mass production, as they were highly specialized and conducive to only a limited number of operations. On the other hand, the machine tools produced in Germany were characterized by a high degree of flexibility, which allowed multi-purpose use. In short, it is believed that in the US there existed a predominance of single-purpose machine tools, compared to the prevalent use of general or multi-purpose machine tools used in Germany and the rest of Europe.

Interestingly, the first critics of Chandler’s approach—Michael J. Piore and Charles Sabel—referred to the initially described paradigm regarding the time after the oil shock in 1973. Their aim was to draw attention away from Chandler’s big business and to focus on small and medium-sized companies. They argued that such companies are predominant in certain regions of Europe. Thus, the thesis of the application of different types of machinery on both sides of the Atlantic also fit to their approach. Regarding the machine tool industry in the U.S. and Germany, Garry Herrigel, one of the leading American experts on German industrialization who took up Sabel’s and Piore’s approach, came to the same conclusion as Wengenroth: “The Germans have a tradition of machine tool production equally as long and distinguished as that in the United States. The Germans made more flexible machine tools because they sold in very different markets than existed in the United States.”

This consistently stated, yet hardly corroborated thesis has been challenged by two results in recent research. First, Philip Scranton demonstrated, in his ground-breaking study on American industrialization, that the importance of mass production in the U.S. has been highly overestimated, at least for the time between 1865 and 1925. With that and other similar findings, belief in Chandler’s model has started to falter. Consequently, one has to ask how much influence the demand of American mass production exerted on the development of American machine tools. In addition, the thesis of the dichotomous development of the machine tool industry on both sides of the Atlantic has been fundamentally questioned by a study of Cristiano Ristuccia and Adam Tooze on the use of machine tools in the US and Germany between 1930 and 1945. In their statistical analysis, which is based on various censuses of the machine tool stock in both industries, they found no radical difference but a surprising degree of similarity in the types and numbers of machines employed. Also, the age structure of the machine tool stocks was fairly similar.

Unfortunately, Tooze and Ristuccia do not possess statistical material for the German side that allowed a comparative study between the two countries for the period before 1930. However, even if we do not have German censuses of the machine tool stocks for that period, we are able to make essential statements about the development in both countries if we investigate the machine tool industry and its products. This strategy seems to be particularly justified since the United States and Germany were, for a long time, the world’s leading producers of machine tools. As such, they have been the main suppliers to their national industry as well as to the world market. Consequently, the central question is: were the products of the German and American machine tool industry in the period before 1930 so different that it led to a concentration of different production systems?

In the following, this question will be answered in two steps. The first part will investigate which conclusions can be drawn from qualitative and quantitative sources
regarding the differences in the American and German machine tool industry. In doing so, it will be shown that the common assumption about the fundamentally different development in the US and Germany is the result of a misinterpretation. The second part will demonstrate that the machine tool industry in both countries was highly interdependent rather than strictly different. In hardly any other industry was there such an intensive knowledge and technology transfer between the US and Germany. This is even more interesting since machine tool enterprises on both sides of the Atlantic were not big business. These companies had no access to global organizational structures like those of large scale enterprises. Small and medium-sized regional companies were dominant in the machine tool industry and had to develop their own strategies for a successful knowledge and technology transfer.

**Germany's Dependency on the United States**

For a long time in the nineteenth century, England set the benchmark in the construction of machine tools. Only after the American Civil War did the US machine tool designers take over technological leadership.\(^8\) Henceforth, the most important innovations of the machine tool industry during the last third of the nineteenth century came out of the United States. Among these innovations were outstanding machines, such as the universal milling and universal grinding machines. These developments were first recognized by broader circles in Europe at the world fair in Paris in 1867. In the following years, Germany and its machine tools builders shifted their attention from England to the United States. The Prussian military, in particular, quickly realized the superiority of the American machine tools. In 1872, Prussia bought machine tools, jigs and gauges for its armories in Berlin-Spandau, Erfurt and Danzig from Pratt & Whitney of Hartford, Connecticut. This resulted in additional orders of machine tools for other armories and private manufacturers. The total sales of Pratt & Whitney amounted to $1,250,000.00. Wengenroth calculated, that this “sum was equivalent to the cost of five modern American Bessemer steel plants and certainly one of the greatest industrial contracts of that time.”\(^9\)

How important American machine tools were for Germany is demonstrated by the sales statistics of the Gray Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, 1896-1933 (Figure 1).

Until the 1920s, the Gray Company was the global technological leader for medium-sized and heavy planer machines. The significance of the German export market for this company until 1913 is obvious. Notably, during the last decade of the nineteenth century, German metal working companies stocked up on American machine tools. A contemporary witness described the 1890s as the period “when the import of American machine tools to Germany reached a threateningly high level....The machines brought in at that time stemmed only from the best American factories....The German machine tool dealers earned honor for the import of these machines and we learned extremely much from them.”\(^10\)

Soon the German machine tool entrepreneurs not only followed the product innovations of the Americans but also their production methods in the machine tool industry. In autumn 1899, the *American Machinist* reported about the new work shops of the machine tool company, Ludwig Loewe & Co. of Berlin, which followed the American example. After examining the products and the implemented production methods, the author of the article came to the conclusion: “The best American tool shop is now in Germany.”\(^11\)
Figure 1: Annual Sales (Number of Machines) of the G. A. Gray Company, 1896-1933

Source: Cincinnati Historical Society Library (CHSL), Mss Bc 017, Box 21, Volume 3-8: Order Books, 1896-1940.

Even after the turn of the century American machine tools remained important in Germany. This is illustrated in a report by machine expert Captain Carden for the American Congress. On the behalf of the Department of Commerce and Labor, Carden spent nine months of the year 1908 in Europe in order to inspect the leading machine tool manufacturers and establishments in which such tools were used, and to evaluate the industrial conditions in Europe affecting the foreign trade in machine tools. In his extensive study, he reported that American machine tools were already in use in most of the modern German factories. In addition, Carden called attention to the fact that there were a few machine tool companies in Germany “which may be classed as really dangerous competitors of many American machine-tool firms.” However, there was not any indication of a fundamentally different product development in Germany. Instead, Carden’s report suggests that the German machine tool industry as a whole in 1908 was still following the American example.

In Germany, experts tried to present the situation in a slightly different way. A 1911 speech Georg Schlesinger delivered at the annual convention of the German Association of Machine Builders (VDMA) played a central role. Schlesinger was a professor at Technical University in Berlin. Before his appointment at the University, he had worked as an engineer at Ludwig Loewe & Co. in Berlin. Schlesinger was an internationally-known authority in technological and management matters pertaining to the machine tool industry. He conceded in his speech in 1911 that the German machine tool industry had followed the American example until 1900, but after the turn of the century he claimed that a specific technological path had been developed for German machine tools. This was more an ideal than a fair analysis. In fact, only few machine tool firms created independent
advances in the 1890s. However, it was not until 1910 that the German machine tool industry as a whole became a serious competitor to America. Schlesinger generalized the outstanding development of his former employer, Ludwig Loewe, as a representation of the general situation in the German machine tool industry. As the leading German expert on machine tools, he had to know that such a statement was wrong, but here he spoke obviously as a lobbyist and a leading member of the Machine Tool Builders Association (VDW) which had always attempted, in public, to emancipate themselves from their American examples. This misdirection had far-reaching consequences. Schlesinger's student, Berthold Buxbaum, took up his interpretation in a series of influential publications between 1919 and 1921. Since then, researchers refer to Schlesinger and Buxbaum's statements and follow the legend about the different development of the German and American machine tools since the turn of the century.

A view on the foreign trade statistic for machine tools between 1900 and 1933 leads one to question the claim of Schlesinger and Buxbaum (Figure 2). Indeed, the exports of the German machine tool industry exceeded the imports often exponentially. Nevertheless, two-thirds of imports came from the U.S. until 1914.

Figure 2: Germany's Import (Total / US) of Machine Tools (in metric tons), 1900-1933

![Graph showing Germany's import of machine tools (Total / US) from 1900 to 1933.](image)

Source: Statistisches Reichsamt (Ed.), Monatliche Nachweise über den auswärtigen Handel Deutschlands, Berlin 1900 ff. (Note: No trade statistics were published between 1915 and 1919).

Why did Germany need so many American machine tools before World War I if German production systems were based on fundamentally different types of machine tools than those produced in the US? And why did the import of American equipment restart in the middle of the 1920s?

In a 1924 article of a leading professional journal, Werkstattstechnik, a manager of the Siemens-Schuckert-Works in Berlin-Spandau complained that the German machine tool
industry had lagged hopelessly behind the Americans since the end of World War I. For that reason, he was forced to buy expensive American machines for his company. In the same article, this manager of one of the biggest enterprises in Germany invited the domestic machine tool builders to catch up with American developments.\textsuperscript{17} Also, Captain Carden, who examined the German machine tool industry for the American Congress before World War I, came to a similar conclusion during his trip to Germany in 1923. After a visit of the once praised Ludwig Loewe & Co. works in Berlin, he stated: “During the war period the Loewe shops in common with other German machine tool plants had little opportunity to develop new ideas.”\textsuperscript{18} Ironically, there also exists a corresponding statement by Georg Schlesinger in 1926. There, Schlesinger declared that the German machine tool industry had been an equal competitor of the American industry once, before World War I. Conversely, for the current situation he stated that a massive technological gap resulting from ten years of exclusion from the world market and the negative effects of war industry yielded inflation as well as deflation.\textsuperscript{19}

However, although the Great War caused a radical disruption to the development in the German machine tool industry, the American professional press announced its comeback in 1928. Only two years after Schlesinger’s statement, Germans had reclaimed their leading position on the world market alongside the American machine tool builders.\textsuperscript{20} But also in this context there is no indication of the dichotomy regarding the production and use of machine tools in both countries.

American developments of special machine tools for mass production were discussed and praised on both sides of the Atlantic. In Germany, too, such machines were developed, though not to the same extent.\textsuperscript{21} In this context, scholars tend to refer to the American automotive industry and its use of special purpose machine tools. However, outside the American automotive industry, these special machines were, for a long time, used only rarely because they were too expensive. Not all the automobile companies in the USA implemented a Fordistic production regime in which these machine tools were used. Compared to the national machine tool stock in the US, these rare special machine tools are statistically not significant. Additionally, special and single purpose machines\textsuperscript{22} were reviewed in the professional press only after 1910.\textsuperscript{23} Even in the 1920s and 1930s the pros and cons of production and use of such machines were discussed among experts.\textsuperscript{24} Notably, these later discussions dealt mainly with the use of such machines in the automotive industry.

None of this information leads one to the conclusion of a fundamentally different development of the machine tool industries in each country, but it provides evidence of a bitter trade competition on worldwide market shares between the US and Germany. The larger part of the essential innovations came from the US, and Germany managed again and again to catch up with this backlog in a considerably short time.

\textbf{Catching up American development}

When searching for explanations for this impressive catching up process within the German machine tool industry, one can find in American and German publications and archives countless complaints about the German competitors that simply continued to copy or imitate American machine tools.\textsuperscript{25}
Already in the 1890s, an American consul in Chemnitz wrote to the State Department in Washington that not only the latest American developments of machine tools were imitated but also copied in the Saxon industrial center. The editor of the American Machinist reported about his journey to Germany: “In going through the shops of a prominent German machine-tool builder who has been in the United States and got a good many ideas therefrom, as well as bought a good line of the best standard machines from which to copy or to vary, in the productions of his own line, I noticed that every solitary American machine, whether from Providence, or New Haven, or Cincinnati, had had the name chipped off and the place painted over.” It was in this way that the Germans concealed the American origin of the machine tools when showing their plants to German clients, so that these customers would not realize that the company offered simple copies of American machine tools. The changes implemented by the Germans were negligible. Only the German cast iron, which was stronger than American, forced them to slightly thicken up the frames. “But so far as the central idea and the means of carrying it out [were] concerned, these tools [were] simply American out and out, 'corrected for the longitude of Germany', as the astronomers would say.”

Other companies were even less scrupulous. The American Machinist reported regularly about such cases. For instance, a German machine tool dealer in Belgium had sold horizontal boring machines claiming that they had been made by the Newark Machine Tool Company in New Jersey. In fact, it had been made in Chemnitz (Saxony) “in an exact imitation of the Newark machine.” Since German production costs had been far below the American costs, this strategy promised a huge profit for the dealers and the producer. In another case, a milling machine was being manufactured by a different company in Chemnitz “in imitation of the Brown & Sharpe to the minutest details, and even the cuts in the catalog describing it.”

Not only did the professional press observe the similarities in Germany, but American machine tool producers, in reviewing and meticulously analyzing product catalogs and advertisements found similarities as well. For that purpose, Gray Company in Cincinnati, for example, had several scrapbooks to collect German product illustrations. With the help of this monitoring they found their machines being copied by several German companies.

German copying was a long-running issue in the US. In 1912, there was a Senate hearing regarding the cutting of tariffs for metal working machinery. The argument of the American machine tool producers was based on the claim that, first, only German products constituted real competition. Second, there should be no lowering of the tariffs since the German firms would only copy American machine tools and carry out unfair competition. Furthermore, Frederick Geier, president of the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, who spoke in the hearing for the American producers, stated that the Germans not only copied machine tools but also production, organization and distribution methods. Copying could even mean cloning the layout of an entire factory. Behind this argument was also the fear of the rapid advancement of the German machine tool companies and American attempts to keep German machine tools away from US market. By that time, there had been reports by American experts stating that the Germans began to close the technological gap.

Yet, there were countless German machine tool producers who stuck with American
machine designs. An internal report by the mechanical engineer Friedrich Nickel of the Technical State College in Chemnitz about his field trip to diverse German machine tool firms in the Rhineland during the summer of 1912 is illuminating. Several entrepreneurs that he visited confessed behind closed doors that they still kept to American designs and stressed that the Germans in the past learned, and continued to learn from the Americans with respect to precision and serviceability.34

The presented facts clearly demonstrate that in German factories, not only thousands of American machine tools were in use, but also the same amount or even more German copies of these tools. Yet, the few German achievements in this field should not be forgotten. Actually, leading German machine tool producers emancipated themselves step by step from American designs with the help of a strong theory-based research at universities and technical colleges. Among German engineers evolved a growing self-confidence which led some of them to break their silence and to publicly confess the shameless German copying that had taken place over the last years.35 Furthermore, some German firms even registered their patents in the United States where they sold small numbers of their machines. Others negotiated licensing contracts with American producers.36 There are also examples of U.S. and German developments being constructed at the same time, which gives similar evidence toward “path dependence” of technical developments in the machine tool industry on both sides of the Atlantic. After all, copying as a specific kind of transnational technology transfer should not be referred to as a dull re-building. Even when the Germans copied, imitated or adapted American machine tools, they quite often tried to advance and specify the machines for certain applications. Historians of the history of technology call this phenomenon “re-engineering.” Consequently, the technology transfer closely connected to an extensive process of learning.

This process of learning and the corresponding necessary competition with the US was terminated with the outbreak of the First World War. Due to the war economy, German machine tools were in high demand in the German domestic market. There was no time for further developments because the companies were busy with the military orders and a large part of the highly qualified work force was commanded to the front battle lines. Therefore, World War I caused a severe break in the product development of German machine tool producers.

This was surprising even to the Americans, who were able to continuously develop their machine tools during wartime, though they were also extremely busy with war orders. In 1919 a German expert noticed in the American Machinist: “All in all, the German machine tools are much the same as they were before the war.”37 Germany was dependent on the American market as a source of inspiration, which was lost during wartime. Georg Schlesinger also shared this opinion. In a confidential report of the Olympia machine tool exposition in London for the German Machine Tool Association, he concluded that even English tools were superior to the Germans! Also, he noted the English-followed American machine tool designs.38 This was somehow the starting signal for the second wave of German enterprises’ copying of American machine tools.

Since they could not catch up on their own, Germans relied very intensively on copying after the war. When a Dutch manager of a metal working company visited the
Leipzig fair in 1922, he deridingly told a German producer: “You Germans try to copy and
when you are ready with your copy the American again has escaped and looks only upon
it as of bygone days.”39 Most likely, many German machine tool firms survived in the
1920s only because they copied so unscrupulously. Chronically short of capital, the last
reserves of these endeavors were melted away by the inflation and hyperinflation in the
first half of the 1920s. To copy American products helped to assure competitiveness and
keep costs of development down. In a special report of the American embassy in Berlin, it
was remarked “that the copyist escapes all of the costs involved in pioneering work, the
development of the design, and its subsequent refinement.”40

In the mid 1920s, the copying by the Germans was regarded by the US government to
be so threatening that the staff of the Industrial Machinery Division in the Department of
Commerce started to analyze and systematically collect information and knowledge about
German machine tool producers. For this purpose, they arranged a library with German
product catalogs and patent rolls. Economical data about the German firms were provided
by Credit Rating Agencies. In addition, American experts were sent to Germany to prepare
field reports. The results were impressive. The American embassy in Berlin sent a list of the
fifty-six most notorious copyists in 1926 to the Department of Commerce, which contained
most of the important German machine tool producers.41 Another report mentioned that
sixty-four different American machine tools had been copied by up to twelve different
German firms.42 In the documentation, there is no summary of the types of the copied
machines, but a list of the fifty American firms with the most copied products.43 The list
reflects the innovative elite of the American machine tool industry, including those
companies that equipped large scale companies which were based on mass production.

The uninhibited German copying in the 1920s was well known throughout Europe. The
French journal La Machine Moderne reported: “Information coming from Germany
indicates that a number of American machine-tools are now being copied by German
constructors, some of which are made without the slightest alteration. Most of these
machines are actually sold as originals, the name of the American constructor of the
original machine being mentioned in the advertising notices, and often even appearing
stamped on the machine, with the indication ‘type’ or ‘model’. We can cite a case where a
German firm copied a machine designed and constructed by a well-known American
manufacturer, and sold it in the United States.” They continued: “The copying of American
types of machine-tools has always been more or less practiced in the world, but it is, at the
present time, more active than ever….At one of the latest German shows, we have thus
able to see four German firms exhibiting copies of the same American machine.”44

In contrast to the first wave of copying, even small and unimportant firms started
copying American machine tools in the 1920s.45 In 1926, the American trade
commissioner in Berlin stated: “That American equipment is constantly copied here, is a
German by-word. An expression which is often heard, is that one way to get rich quickly
in Germany, is to find and copy some American equipment.”46 The outstanding effort of
the Germans was also recognized in the Soviet Union, which was in the process of
industrialization. The Russian trade mission in Berlin even ordered American machines in
Germany, sending American product catalogs to German firms and marking the wanted
machines in order to get an exact copy of them.”47
Only in 1928 did the massive wave of copying start to abate. With the help of the Americans, Germany caught up to the world market. As in the pre-war-time period, the Germans now focused more on theoretical research on machine tools. In 1930, Schlesinger noted in the *American Machinist* that he found it truly astonishing that American machine tool research was still in a “Kindergarten-stage” and that American producers obviously were not interested in research carried out by universities and colleges. But even this German research development would soon find an end by the starting armament economy and the displacement of many machine tool scholars. Among them was Georg Schlesinger.

Why did the Americans not fight this copying? There are several reasons for that. Many American firms did not protect their products with patents. This was caused by the high costs of patent enrollment in Germany and the low chance of protection offered by such an enrollment. Even with a slight change in the construction of the American machine tool, a German replica was not regarded as an infringement. Another reason was the technological development in the machine tool industry, unlike that of the chemical, iron and steel industry, development occurred in small steps only. Therefore, a high cost patent protection abroad was, in most cases, not profitable. Hence, the machine tool producers hesitated to take on the costs to protect their rights on foreign markets. Finally, American machine tool producers often blocked each other by not cooperating in fighting against German copying. Sometimes, American producers even complained about German copiers, while having secret license agreements with these Germans.

To sum up, the Germans closed their development gap in two waves of copying. The first wave started in the 1890s and lasted until the eve of World War I. The second wave started after the First World War and ebbed away in the late 1920s. During both waves, the distance between the developments in the United States and Germany were continuously reduced. This matches the thesis of Tooze and Ristuccia, “that over the 1920s the US and German metal-working industries became more similar in terms of the machine tools they employed.” The interruption of the process of convergence and the emergence of a second wave of copying was because of the disastrous effects of the First World War.

What were the channels for this asymmetrical transnational technology transfer, which allowed long-lasting adoption, imitation and copying of American machine tools so quickly? Most important was the concerted purchase of machines, then disassembly and analysis to create a good replica. A statistic of the machine inventory at the J. E. Reinecker Works in Chemnitz from 1915 reveals a continuous purchase of American machine tools since 1877. In fact, each time only one to two machines of the same type were bought. That was enough to grasp the construction and design of the machine and to copy it if required. All in all, the firm bought nearly one hundred American machines within thirty-eight years. This is also remarkable since J. E. Reinecker Works belonged to one of the very few German companies who held patents in the U.S., and which sold some of their machines there successfully.

The Germans learned from product catalogs and journals which machines were worth ordering. Already in 1897, one single company subscribed to over sixty international technical and trade journals and hired a translator for them. American journals were
not only a platform for the domestic machine tool industry, but rather, they took an international perspective. For instance, the *American Machinist* reported in 1898 extensively about the new workshops of the Reinecker Company. The articles in the American professional journals were normally far more extensive and more thorough than their German counterparts. With the help of the journals, the machine tool builders on both sides of the Atlantic were fairly well informed of the upcoming developments on the other side. The popularity of the American journals in Germany is reflected by the German edition of the *American Machinist (Zeitschrift für praktischen Maschinenbau)* starting in 1910.

Furthermore, American patents and drawings were exchanged among German entrepreneurs. The *American Machinist* alerted its readers at the turn of the century to take special precaution against such practices.\(^{54}\) In addition, American patents were also spread by German license holders. The Reinecker Company, for example, assigned a professor for mechanical engineering in 1905 to analyze and describe a special patent of an American firm in order to "get maximum attention."\(^{55}\) It turned out to be a study of 136 pages. The strategy was clear; after Reinecker signed the license contract, it had to find customers for the new machine.

All these measures, which could be handled in Germany, were not enough for the intensive knowledge and technology transfer that occurred in the machine tool industry. Therefore, regular visits to fairs and exhibitions were compulsory for progressive entrepreneurs. After each trip, extensive reviews by experts circulated, discussing the latest developments and tendencies of the industry. Already in the 1860s, Professor Franz Reuleaux, one of the key figures of German scientific mechanical engineering, traveled to the world exhibitions and industrial fairs in order to write special reports on the latest machine constructions. He was relentlessly criticized of German backwardness.\(^{56}\) Moreover, American experts were often hired by German companies. For example, when Ludwig Loewe Loewe & Co. reorganized its machine tool production in 1897, three American mechanical engineers were employed.\(^{57}\)

German entrepreneurs not only hired American experts for their factories, but also traveled to the United States. Many machine tool builders spent several years themselves in the American machine tool industry before founding their own companies in Germany.\(^{58}\) Other businessmen sent their sons across the Atlantic to let them gain experience in the profession.\(^{59}\) Shorter study trips to competitors were an important part of the knowledge and technology transfer. Germans benefited from the open-heartedness of Americans, whose doorways were adorned with the sign "visitors welcome". Before World War I German entrepreneurs normally traveled alone or in small groups. Later the associations organized study trips. Richard Winkhofer, one of the founders of the Wanderer Works in Chemnitz reported about his journey to America in 1904: "In Providence I visited the world famous tool and machine tool factory Brown & Sharpe with about 2,000 employees. In Hartford: [I visited] also the internationally known firm Pratt & Whitney, machine tool company. At the later one I bought a thread milling machine at the exhibition in St. Louis, which later the Wanderer Works built themselves.\(^{60}\) During the trips the companies in Germany were informed about the latest developments in the States and got suggestions for the improvement of their machines at home. Especially in
the 1920s, study trips in the US became crucial. Experts at the Ludwig Loewe & Company spent many months in North America during the years of 1924 and 1929. Their extensive reports are impressive examples of knowledge and technology transfer. And again, the transfer was not only about machines but also about labor relations, education and advanced training, marketing and sales organization. The managers of Loewe stressed at the end of their reports the need for study trips to the US every three years to keep pace with the latest developments.61 Unlike in the iron and steel industry, these study trips in the 1920s were still a kind of industrial espionage.62 The iron and steel industry manufacturing facilities were large, complex, and difficult to understand, while the machine tool industry remained simple, allowing one to quickly catch up with the improvements of the competitor. Many engineers drew sketches after plant tours of machines and parts of machines that seemed important to them.63

Also very important was the growing and finally world-wide dealer network. Roberto Mazzoleni demonstrated how successfully American machine tool companies sold their products in Europe through agencies on the ground until the First World War.64 The machine tool dealers, who often sold American and German products at the same time, communicated about the latest developments and demands between the continents and the different markets in Europe. For instance, the French sales partner of the Wanderer Works from Chemnitz urged the directorate in 1903 to improve their milling-machines in accordance with the machines of Brown & Sharpe and the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company.65 Often German entrepreneurs acted initially as traders, but quickly mutated to producers selling copies of products which they just recently distributed.66 All in all, the American export of machine tools to Europe was organized by a small group of machine tool dealers. German dealers especially controlled continental business and were of outstanding importance to the technology transfer. It was certainly an advantage for many American machine tool entrepreneurs born in Germany or linked to a German background, as they were able to speak German and understand German business attitudes.

Not only Germans benefited from the transfer. The Americans also took advantage of information coming from Germany. After an evaluation of the future market for planing machines by the dealer DeFries, a new company in Cincinnati was founded to meet the demand on the German market.67 World War I caused a complete collapse of most German machine tool dealer companies, such as the famous Schuchardt & Schütte, which had offices from Barcelona to St. Petersburg. The war interrupted one of the most important channels of knowledge and technology transfer in the machine tool industry. After the Great War, it took several years before new dealer companies were established, which were specialized for the import of American machines. The dealers not only had to make new contacts, but also had to train their staff by sending them for several months to American factories.68 Finally, the end users of machine tools were important for knowledge transfer. They also were well informed about American developments and had high standards for their machine tools.

Comparing transfers before and after World War I, it is obvious that the participants during both periods used about the same strategies. However, in the 1920s the German interest in American developments in the machine tool industry broadened and intensified. In contrast to other industries, the machine tool industry's transfer was above
average. This transfer was not purely a one-way street, although it tended to go mainly in one direction.

The presented findings and examples lead to the conclusion that the thesis of a different development in the German and American machine tool industry is not maintainable. Instead of the dichotomous situation of fundamentally different production and use of machine tools on both sides of the Atlantic, one can find a highly interdependent international market. On the German side there was always a concern about keeping pace with American developments. When the German machine tool builders could not provide high-end machinery like their American competitors, German metalworking companies would buy American machinery. The only exception was the interruption of the First World War, yet the importance of this event and its constraining impact on innovations has not been discussed enough by researchers up to now. Finally, it seems that Tooze and Ristuccia are correct with their rejection of an explanatory model, which explains the different productivity rates in the US and Germany during the first half of the 20th century by the use of different machine tools.
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